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We present a scalable Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) transmitter based on an integrated ring
cavity that directly enables high-rate quantum communications that take advantage of parallelism
enabled by wavelength-division multiplexing. The ring cavity modulates single photons using the
plasma dispersion effect when current is injected into the p-i-n junction surrounding the cavity. To
demonstrate the system’s feasibility, we generated secret keys using the coherent-one-way protocol
at a rate higher than 236 kbps in a field test between two different laboratories at MIT.

Recent QKD demonstrations have shown secret-key
rates at Mbps [1–5], but a large gap exists between QKD
and today’s classical telecommunication systems which
operate at rates of 1 Gbps between end users. Bridging
this gap is necessary for enabling quantum secure communication systems that can be used to safely transmit
large sensitive data in the future. Future QKD systems
can, therefore, benefit from exploiting previously unused
degrees of freedom of light such as wavelength. In a
wavelength-division multiplexed (WDM) QKD system,
parallel QKD systems operating at different wavelength
channels can generate secret keys concurrently through
a single optical fiber [6].
We demonstrate the design of a QKD transmitter
based on an integrated ring cavity in a silicon photonic
integrated circuit (PIC), which is a dominant platform
for optical communications. The transmitter is shown
in Figure 1. The near critically-coupled ring cavity has
a diameter of 30 µm, a free-spectral range (FSR) of
6 nm, and a quality factor of 6279. Integrated ring cavities act as light-confining structures that enhance the
effects of refractive index change on the transmission response. The transmission through the ring is high when
the laser wavelength is resonant with the ring, specifically when the ring circumference corresponds to an integer number of the guided light wavelength. The resonant frequency of the ring cavity can be redshifted using the thermo-optic heater which increases the cavity
optical path length when the cavity is being heated.
The wavelength-selective—and tunable—property of ring
cavities makes them particularly suitable for building
WDM QKD transmitters, as shown in Figure 2.
Extinction ratio—the ratio of power between the modulator’s on-state and its off-state—is a critical metric in
quantum cryptography systems, since it is the probability of a single photon entering the quantum channel
when the modulator is in its off-state. If this photon is
detected by Bob’s apparatus, it can not only cause an
error in Bob’s measurement, but also render Bob’s detector inactive for the reset time duration. Modulation
in a PIC is typically achieved by producing a refractive

index change in the waveguide, and the amount of refractive index change depends strongly on the amount of
electro-optic effect that can be provided within the system [7, 8]. The cavity-based design of our QKD transmitter enhances this electro-optic effect by confining the light
within a cavity, such that any refractive index change on
the cavity is amplified by the number of round trips the
light travels around the cavity. Therefore, the footprint
of the ring cavity QKD transmitter can be maintained to
within tens of µm in diameter.
We achieve a high extinction ratio of more than 16 dB
by leveraging the plasma dispersion effect [9] in a boronphosphorus doped silicon junction that overlaps the optical mode, as shown in Figure 1(a). Typically, ring
cavity modulators deplete charge carriers (electrons and
holes) from the guided region; we, instead, inject charge
carriers—providing higher extinction ratio, but at the
cost of limiting the modulator rate by the carrier recombination time of the silicon sample (typically on the order
of a nanosecond). Further improvements to the extinction ratio can be achieved by incorporating more than
one cavity, placed within one diameter apart, to carve
the same light pulse.
To demonstrate the feasibility of the integrated ring
cavity, we performed a QKD field test between the Compton Laboratories (Building 26) and the Fairchild Building
(Building 36) at MIT. Our system, shown in Figure 1, implements the coherent-one-way QKD protocol [10], where
bit string is encoded in the arrival time of the weak coherent pulses modulated by the ring cavity. Furthermore,
channel disturbance, which we assume to be due to Eve,
is monitored by measuring the visibility of the interference between two adjacent pulses.
Alice randomly prepares the state |0i = |αi0 |0i1 and
|1i = |0i0 |αi1 to send bits 0 and 1 respectively, where
|αii represents a laser pulse in time bin i. Alice further
prepares decoy state |di = |αi0 |αi1 randomly to monitor the phase coherence of two consecutive laser pulses.
Bob, on the other hand, uses an asymmetric beamsplitter
to randomly choose one of the two possible measurement
bases: arrival-time or interference. In the arrival-time ba-

FIG. 1. Experimental setup of the cavity integrated QKD field test. Alice’s attenuated laser is modulated by integrated
cavity in Compton Laboratories. Bob’s setup, located in Fairchild Building, performs an asymmetric basis choice between the
arrival-time basis and the interference basis. For each basis choice, Bob uses a WSi superconducting nanowire single-photon
detector (SNSPD) with 85% quantum efficiency. Inset (a): Schematic diagram of the cavity integrated QKD transmitter. The
germanium watchdog detector is used to prevent Eve from sending Trojan photons into the transmitter. Inset (b): Transmission
through the ring cavity at center wavelength of 1502.72 nm. Inset (c): Detector’s photocurrent response to input laser power.
Dashed (black) line is a linear fit to the photodiode response.

sis, Bob directly measures the arrival time of the incoming laser pulses and generates a raw bit string. The quantum bit error rate (QBER), denoted by Q̂, can be measured without any uncertainty by counting the number
of bits flipped between Alice’s and Bob’s raw bit strings.
In the interference basis, Bob first passes two adjacent
pulses through an unbalanced Michelson interferometer
before measuring the resulting interference. The phase of
the interferometer is maintained such that Bob measures
the destructive port of the interferometer. The visibility
of the interference can be measured by comparing detections due to interfering events (two adjacent pulses) and
non-interfering events (single pulse). The quantum visibility Vkey used to generate the secret keys is estimated
by bounding Vkey ≤ V̂ = Vobs − t, where Vobs is the observed visibility and t is a positive parameter related to

the estimation procedure [11].
Moreover, Alice also prevents the Trojan-horse attack by monitoring the photocurrent generated by the
germanium photodiode to sense any possible counterpropagating light into her transmitter. If Alice detects
such counter-propagating light, she then aborts the QKD
protocol—deeming it insecure against Eve’s eavesdropping attempts. Alice’s watchdog detector has a bandwidth of above 30 GHz and a responsivity of 0.68 A/W.
Alice and Bob then distill a secret key length ` from
a weakly random bit string of length n for some security
parameter  and mean photon number per pulse µ. The
secret key length can be bounded by
"
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FIG. 2. Schematic of a WDM QKD transmitter with n
spectral channels. Parallel spectral channels are modulated
concurrently—each by a cavity modulator—and transmitted
through a single output.

2 V̂ (1 − V̂ )(1 − e−2µ ) [11, 12]. In estimating the key
rate, we take f = 1.2. Furthermore, we adopt a tight
failure probability qkd = 4 × 10−9 with cor = sec =  =
10−9 , where cor is the probability of Alice and Bob having nonidentical secret keys and sec is the probability of
their secret keys being distinguishable from ideal secret
keys.
Figure 3 shows the secret key rates (SKRs) of our QKD
system, along with the measured QBER Q̂ and visibil-

ity V̂ . We calculated the SKRs not only in the composable security framework, but also in the asymptotic
limit to compare the performance of our current physical
QKD system to the performance of the system if Alice
and Bob had access to an unlimited amount of resources.
Furthermore, to test the performance of our system when
operating with longer quantum channels, we added fiber
spools of lengths up to 31.5 km in increments of 10.5 km.
The mean photon number is maintained at 0.0487 per
pulse at all distances to avoid saturating Bob’s detectors, and we obtained the highest SKR of 236.5 kbps at
a distance of 103.6 m.

generation to that commensurate with today’s classical
telecommunication rate.
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FIG. 3. Top panel: Final experimental SKR results plotted
against fiber-optic channel length. The solid (red) circles are
the calculated SKR in the asymptotic regime, while the empty
(blue) circles are the calculated SKR using the composable security framework with qkd = 4 × 10−9 . The dashed (green
and black) lines are the theoretical plots for the two aforementioned SKR calculation frameworks, assuming 0.2 dB/km
attenuation over the fiber-optic quantum channel. Bottom
panel: QBER, Q̂ (solid red circles), and visibility, V̂ (empty
blue circles), measured at each channel length.

We present a scalable QKD transmitter based on
an integrated ring cavity on a silicon photonics chip
that is directly designed to eventually exploit the multiwavelength parallelism enabled in WDM QKD systems.
This work establishes the feasibility of the integrated ring
cavity QKD transmitter by performing a QKD field test
between two different laboratories. We achieved an SKR
of better than 236 kbps at a distance of 103.6 m with
a tight failure probability of qkd = 4 × 10−9 . The cavity transmitter’s small size (30 µm in diameter) makes
it ideal to be spectrally multiplexed in a scalable manner: a single silicon photonics chip with a footprint of less
than 0.1 mm2 could, in principle, carry more than 100
such cavity transmitters to boost the rate of secret key
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